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The “Sustainable cities in Europe” conference, organised by the PUCA and the
CSTB, was held on 27 April 2007. The conference was a major milestone in
the research project carried out at the CSTB on “Urban planning and sustaina-
ble development”, within the framework of the exploratory and prospective
research programme for Europe launched by the PUCA in 2004.
This topical issue, of interest to a great many researchers and institutional
players, attracted around 250 people involved in research, local and regional
authorities and the business world.
The research paper “Urban planning and sustainable development” will be
plubished in the PUCA-CERTU collection by Spring 2008.
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Alain Lecomte
Director-General of the DGUHC

Thegrowthofurbanisationworldwide, its inevitabilityandits
impactonclimatechangemeanthat thesustainablecityisoneof
themostcrucialprioritiesof the21st century.
ThePUCAplaysakeyroleinanalysingtheissuesinvolved,as
demonstratedbythe“Exploratoryandprospectiveresearch
programmeforEurope”launchedin2004,whichfocusesonten
topics,oneofwhichisurbanplanningandsustainable
developmentat theEuropeanlevel.Focusingonthelocal/regional
scaleisall themorejustifiableinthat theseissuesarefacedby
everycountryinEurope,howeverdifferent theirhistoriesand
resourcesmaybe.Withthis inmind,duringGermany’s
PresidencyoftheEU,ameetingofEuropeanministers
responsibleforpolicyintheseareaswasorganisedwithinthe
frameworkoftheLeipzigCharter,whichpromotesanintegrated
approachtourbandevelopment.
ThisChartermarkstheinitiationofconcertedEuropean
discussionsonsustainablecities.
Today’sconferenceonSustainableCities inEuropepresents
playersinurbandevelopmentandfromlocalandregional
authoritieswitharangeofsharedexperiencesaimedat
encouragingdiscussionofthedifferentformsofurban
organisationandoftheapproachesandtoolsrequiredtobuild
sustainablecities.ComparisonsbetweenEuropeancitiesarearich
sourceofinformation.Ofcourse,howeversimilar theissuesthat
mustbedealtwith, thesolutionsdevelopedarenot thesame,
giventhat theyaredependentondifferent institutionaland
legislativecontexts,differentcitycouncilpolicyanddifferent
approachestogovernanceimplementedbylocalauthorities.
Thesevariousissueshavebeeninvestigatedinthe“Urban
planningandsustainablecities”researchcarriedoutat theCSTB,
someoftheresultsofwhichwillbepresentedtoday.
Theconceptof thesustainablecityputs theemphasisonthe
environmentalandurbanisticaspectsofbuildingacity.
Nonetheless, it isequallyessential tofocusontheeconomicand

socialaspectsaswell.Theaimistofindsolutionsthatreconcile
environmentalprotectionwiththecreationofvalueinthereal
estate,propertyandeconomicmarkets,withoutamplifyingthe
social inequalities thatgowiththis.Asanadministrativedirector
inchargeofhousingandurbanplanning, this isanissuethat
cannotbeunderestimated.Sustainabilityisatermthatshouldbe
understoodinthebroadsenseofanideal tobestrivenfor,onethat
reconcilesthedemandsofurbandevelopment,environmental
protectionandeconomicandsocialdevelopment,onthescaleof
thecityandthatof theurbanterritoriesacrosswhichitdevelops.
Nonetheless,sustainabilitymaybethoughtofasaconcernofrich
nations,giventhefact that its immediatecost isnotwithin
everyone’smeans,eventhoughitmayworthit inthelongrun.
This isonereasonwhyweneedtoensurethatsustainabilityis to
everyone’sbenefitanddoesnotgenerateneweconomicand
social inequalities.
Anotherimportant issueis theformandscaleofthesustainable
city. InacountrylikeFrance,whichhasmorethan36,000
communes,howdowedefineacity?Howdowedefinean
agglomeration?Whiledecisionshavetobetakenonthescaleof
thecity, thereisnosuchthingasasustainablecitywithouta
sustainableagglomeration,sincethereisaconstant interchange
betweenthecityandthesurroundingarea.
Inthis, transportationplaysanextremelyimportantrole,which
mustbefactoredintotheequation.
Thisconferencesetsout totackleall thesedifferentaspects, taking
thecitiesofManchester,Barcelona,Lille,NaplesandHanoveras
examples,withspeakersfromdiversebackgrounds: local
authorities, researchersandacademics.
Ihopethatyouwillall findthisconferencehighlyrewarding.
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AlainMaugard
Chairman of the CSTB

The“sustainable city”is nowone of the CSTB‘s four key research
priorities. The subject of the sustainable city is currently gaining
in importance, and this is nomere passing trend.The fact that
250 people have come to this conference amply demonstrates
that this is now a central concern of the professionals, elected
officials, government and local authorities here present. I would
like to praise the PUCA’S foresight in funding this research on
sustainable cities in Europe since 2004.

The crucial issueswhichwewill be examining, through a
comparative analysis of European cities are:
What forms does sustainable urban organisation take, what
approaches and resources are needed to develop them?
Howare the policies on urban planning, transportation, housing
and the environment interlinked?What scales and structures of
local governance are appropriate for developing sustainable
cities?

It is vital thatwe address these issues right now in light of the
impact on themof new challenges: climate change, energy
efficiency and saving energy, health, environmental inequality,
as well as risks to the public and the need to protect the
population. The sustainable city, in theway it is conceived and
developed,must therefore deal with new challenges, at local
and global level, and open up debate on social alternatives. The
attemptsmade to date to develop sustainable cities are nothing
in comparison towhatwewill see in the future. The city is one of
the core concerns that the 21st centurywill have to deal with,
because urban growthworldwide, togetherwith the ecological
footprint this entails, are incompatiblewith the planet’s
dwindling and non-renewable resources.
Furthermore, civilisation is inherently urban. So, the only
possible solution is to try andmake urban civilisation
compatiblewith protecting natural resources.

If we look closely at energy consumption in the city, we see that
American cities consume twice asmuch energy and produce
twice the amount of greenhouse gas emissions as European
cities.
The Europeanmodel is therefore in a relatively better position
when it comes to proposing possible solutions. European
players need to tackle head-on the problemof how to reconcile
urban lifestyles, energy use and the need to save resources,

which is one of themost vital issues. Hence the urgencywith
whichwe need to speed up application of sustainable
development requirements. Furthermore, aswell as addressing
the impact of urbanisation on the environment, sustainable
developmentmust also deal with health problems caused by
pollution in the city and inside buildings.

It is also important not to forget the socio-economic aspects of
sustainable urban development.
I would like to discuss the possibility that the increasing demand
for technological performance related to sustainable
developmentwill create a rift in society. Implementing such
performance levels will come at a price and sowill bemore
problematic for the least well-off.Wemaywell askwhether
demand for technological performance related to sustainable
developmentwill not further aggravate urban inequalities.
Studies carried out on the issue of environmental inequality
show that themost disadvantaged people, in social and
economic terms, are also thosewho already live in environments
subject to the highest levels of pollution and risk. Arewemoving
closer toward a situationwhere the demands of sustainable
developmentwill bemet on different levels bothwithin the city
itself and between cities?What can be done to prevent social
inequalities related to environmental issues from taking root?
And how canwe ensure that the poorest people enjoy the
benefits of cheaper energy achieved thanks to progress in
energy-saving technology? Developing a sustainable city is an
opportunity to tackle and deal with social issues by taking an
alternative approach, focusing on how these issues are linked
to urban life and to the environment.

As for sustainable economics, thismay require an approach
entailing analysis of the“urbanmetabolism” and the total cost of
the city, taking account of the indirect and deferred effects of
negative external factors over time and in spatial terms. The
question of howwewill pay for sustainable development
remains to be resolved, as does that of developing incentive
schemes to change behaviour (tax breaks, low-interest rate
loans and CO2 trading, etc.). The economics of sustainable
development still have to beworked out, taking account of the
entire economic cycle aswell as theways inwhich the urban
system functions. For example, on the scale of the city, the
economic added-value partly generated by public investment in
urban development is swallowed upby higher land and
property prices.We see a constant rise in the price per square
metre of existing housing, which is the underlying cause of a
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growing social divide between tenants and landlords. So, what
can be done to resolve the contradiction betweenmeasures
taken to improve themetabolismof the city, contain urban
sprawl and protect the environment, and the lack of available
funds to distribute or recover the added-value of property? Can
we hope to collectivise certain city values, leading to the
redistribution of added-value and reinvestment in sustainable
urban development?

Finally, we can see three unstoppable trends in theway inwhich
cities are governed:

• The decentralisation of authority and responsibility for the city
to local authorities, which implies providing adequatemeans to
those in charge of running the city, notably through taxation.
Moreover, public authorities need to develop greater
cooperation on scales appropriate for developing sustainable
cities and agglomerations.

• Amultiplication of levels of governance and of the players
involved in building sustainable cities.
This implies deveoping innovative institutional funding
packages and public-private partnerships to encourage shared
responsibility and investment in the sustainable city.

• The involvement of local residents. Encouraging the people
that live andwork in the city to become involved in (urban
development and policy) projects related to the city has now
become crucial.

To conclude, I would add that you are the pioneers paving the
way toward dealingwith an issue thatwill be a prime concern of
the 21st century.

Sustainable cities in Europe:
issues and perspectives

Lydie Laigle
Manager of the CSTB‘S Urban, Social and Technical
Change Laboratory

Sustainable cities: key elements
and guidelines

The sustainability of a city depends less on its component parts
than on the capacity to transform and develop its heritage in
order to conceivealternative approaches to development.
Defining possible avenues for development, without creating
new vulnerabilities, is one of the key factors in sustainability.
Sustainable development is increasingly the focus of
institutional processes, but this is not to say that, for the
moment, it is already institutionalised. It still needs to be
appropriated at the social and collective levels. The sustainable
city therefore requires active public and collective involvement
in developing the urban environment. It is extremely tempting
to associate a specificmodel of urban developmentwith the
sustainable city. In fact, itmay be that a sprawling city is
sustainablewhile a compact city is not. For example,most
Mediterranean cities are congested in the city centrewith
dispersion into the sprawling peri-urban areas, whereas the
problem inNorthern European cities is rather how to deal with
people deserting the urban centre andmigrating to dispersed
peri-urban areas. Obviously, cities do not have the same local
issues and dynamics to contendwith. Somemay bemoving in
the opposite direction to sustainable development (peri-
urbanisation, economic polarisation, urban fragmentation and
segregation, etc.). The sustainability of a city depends upon an
ongoing adjustment between the successive changes that it
goes through, the policies framing these changes and dynamic
forces generated by the latter in time and space. It is essential for
local authorities to attempt to understand how these points are
inter-related.
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Urban forms, local governance
and the sustainable city

Towhat extent does using sustainable development as a
guideline serve to generate newways of designing and
developing the city? Is there any consistency between
sustainable urban design and the processes developed to
implement it? How can a balance be found between
urbanisation trends and theways inwhich sustainable cities
should be developed?

The city of Barcelona illustrates the possibilities of developing
initiatives to transform the city that are related to new concepts
of the city. During the 1980s, facedwith increasing urban
density, Barcelona based its urban planning project on
regenerating public spaces and creating urban centres. A spatial
and participative approach to urban development on the local
scale of a neighbourhoodwas developedwith the aimof
establishing greater diversity of purposes and of populations,
quality of urban life and access to public spaces and facilities.
Thanks tothisapproach, the concept of the compact citywas
developed, which, paradoxically, was designed to overcome the
problems of extremely high density. Since the year 2000, the
reference to urban ecology has led themunicipal councils to
implementmore integrated approaches to urban development,
henceforth taking account of the issues ofmobility and urban
waste. The second aspect of the project focused on extending
the compact citymodel to the network ofmedium-sized cities. A
more strategic approach to spatial planningwas therefore
developed on the regional scale of the Catalonian government
aimed at containing dispersion into the peri-urban areas and
protecting the environmentwithin the agglomeration.

The example of Hanover illustrates the possibility of
implementing two complementarymodels, each on a different
scale, of urban spatial organisation (the“city of short distances”
and“decentralised concentration”). The objective is, first, to

improve the interconnections between urban functions, local
services and public facilities. Second, the aim is tominimise
social and environmental vulnerability resulting frombadly
controlled urban sprawl. This example also reveals howgrowing
concern over ecological issues has given rise to progressive and
negotiated urban regeneration based on intercommunal
cooperation and citizen participation.

The role played by the legal
and institutional context

Since the year 2000, legal and institutional reforms have been
introduced in themajority of EUMember States to integrate the
requirements of sustainable development. Naturally, these
reforms vary fromone country to the next. In France, this
involves encouraging greater intercommunal cooperation in a
more integrated and strategic vision of spatial planning. In Great
Britain, reformhas resulted inmore flexible planning procedures
at local level, although this has not been extended on a larger
scale. In Spain, decentralisationmeans that autonomous
regional governments are nowmore involved in intercommunal
spatial planning and in environmental protection.
These reforms set out newobligations for the local authorities
and foster policies designed to encourage a revitalisation of local
initiatives. Nonetheless, the content and impact of these
changes differ fromone country to the next. In France, we see a
redeployment of planning tools andmethods (SCOT, etc.), and
partnerships developed between local authorities at various
levels. In Great Britain, proactive government policies encourage
citizens and business players to be involved , togetherwithmore
partnerships on projects and various forms of contracting at
local level. These policies include financial incentives granted to
local authorities by the State and based on an obligation to
achieve results and the tendering system.

Feature Sustainable cities in Europe
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Issues and potential solutions

In this new context, instilling fresh impetus into sustainable
development initiatives depends on local authorities taking the
institutional and legislative reforms on board, and adopting
strategies for action defined by public and private players and
citizenswith a view to dealingwith issues specific to the area.
Nonetheless, the regulatory and legislative obligations can, in
some cases, contradict local policies aimed at tackling issues
specific to the area.

In France, the predominant role attributed to intercommunal
planningmeans that it is possible to think of the sustainable city
in terms of the urban area. But integrating planning guidelines
into the actual implementation of development projects
requires an institutional compromise between intercommunal
authorities and commune authorities. Such compromises are
not easy to findwhen the communes find themselves having to
deal with social and economic issues such as protecting jobs,
seen as a priority in comparison to environmental issues dealt
with at the level of themetropolis. Compromises such as these
cannot bemadewithout the involvement of citizens and
business players, norwithout political support shared across the
commune and intercommunal authority. Moreover, legislation
designed to enforce application of polluter-pays and
precautionary principlesmay, paradoxically, create risks for
intercommunal authorities trying to deal with the issues
involved in redeveloping industrial wasteland. In Lille, the
intercommunal authority has been approached to grant
permission to change the use of polluted industrial sites,
whereas it still does not have the resources to deal with the
information needed to assess the environmental and health
risks.When it comes to environmental audits, the interplay
between those involved has becomemore complicated in
recent years, with skills transferred fromdecentralised
governmentdepartments tothe intercommunalauthorities and
private service providers. The new system for risk-sharing and
accountability resulting from legislative reformmay also present
obstacles to sustainable urban regeneration projects.

In Great Britain, the reference value in the rules applying to land

use and theuseof partnerships encouragegreater synergy
between skills possessed at various institutional levels and by
business players. Nonetheless, centralised State funding,
togetherwith the diversity of partnership structures, blocks any
chance of an overall approach to urban regeneration projects at
local level. Themotivation behind projects conceived by local
authorities is primarily related to the State funding available
rather than dealingwith specific issues affecting the area.
This partly explainswhy the spread of sustainable development
guidelines has been limited.

In Barcelona and the surrounding agglomeration, top-down
spatial planning is now combinedwith the bottom-up and
participative approaches hitherto implemented in urban
development projects.While such top-down approaches are
aimed at extending the compact citymodel to the network of
medium-sized cities, it is not certain that the planning tools and
approaches implemented (the proportionality rule of one job
per inhabitant, etc.) will make it possible to reproduce this
compact citymodel on a larger scale. This is all themore likely
given that somecommunes arequestioning theguidelines set
out by the regional planning authorities, which are not
particularly concernedwith local dynamics: will people go and
live in the areas provided for under urban planningmaster
schemes for urban expansion?There is therefore a risk of
inconsistency between the different decision-making levels, not
tomention less control of local dynamics engendered by urban
planning schemes.

This comparative analysis shows that institutional and legislative
reform are essential but inadequate for achieving the
sustainable city. Hence the need for local authorities to improve
their skills in order to adapt their approach to dealingwith local
issues.
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Approaches and tools

Themethods and tools used to build the sustainable city can be
found in the play of tension and complementarity between the
different approaches developed to build it. The progress
achieved and the obstacles encountered are affected by the
problematic inter-relations between public planning operations
and citizen participation, strategic and forward-planning
approaches on the scale of the territorial unit and an integrated
“territorial”approach, codified regulatory approaches and
partnership approaches, political will and technical expertise in
project supervision, the legislative and institutional integration
of the principles of sustainable development and their
appropriation by the local authorities and populations.

There remains the need to ensure that these approaches and
tools complement one another and are put to“good use”. The
case of Hanover illustrates oneway of doing this, notably by
reconciling planning approacheswith participation tools on the
scale of the city and that of intercommunal groups. Thus, spatial
planning on the intercommunal scale is aimed at containing and
organising urban sprawl, with a view to restricting lifestyles and
travel in peri-urban areas. In parallel to this, participation
organisedwithin the framework of Agenda 21 is raising citizens’
awareness of global ecology issues, encouraging them to assess
the environmental impact of their actions.Moreover, public
debatewith residents and professionals from the housing,
energy and transportation sectors held upstreamof urban
development projectsmakes it possible to negotiate and
compromisewith regard to technical choices and urban
development. Hanover also demonstrates how it is possible to
reconcile a codified, contractual approachwith collective
appropriation. In response to energy issues, the intercommunal
authorities have developed a climate plan, togetherwith the
possibility of negotiating contracts between private individuals
and the local authority to promote renewable energy.
Nonetheless, such pioneering local initiatives comeup against
Germany’s national energy policy, whichmainly relies on fossil
fuels.

The examples of Barcelona andNaples illustrate howdifficult it is
to link strategic and“territorial”approaches at different levels of
governance. Regional planning in Catalonia takes a theoretical
and strategic approach, whereas the City of Barcelona approach
is based on participative and partnership-oriented action. In
Naples, a pragmatic approach is taken, one that places greater
import on the approach rather than the design of urbanmodels.
Naples has developed an integrated and“territorial”approach
to urban regeneration. To deal with intense congestion and cuts
in urban territories generated by transport infrastructure, the
city has established cross-cutting approaches for drawing up
urban planning and transportation texts, aimed at restoring
quality and fluiditywithin the city.“Territorial”and consultative
approaches have also been implemented to revise the urban
development project in light of local disparities: some
authorities have to deal with dilapidated buildings, the risk of
earthquakes and volcanic eruptions, while others are concerned
with economic and urban regeneration. The strength of the
project lies in the guidelines that have been negotiated between
all the stakeholders in light of the specific issues focused on in
each area.

Manchester and Lille are emblematic of the problems
encountered in trying to reconcile codified regulatory
approacheswith partnership approaches. To offset the lack of
consistency in urban regeneration plans on the scale of large
areas, the City ofManchester has undertaken a number of
programmes in partnershipwith the State. This has enabled it to
multiply the scope of regeneration projectswithinwhich stricter
regulations apply and to develop a broader vision
encompassing a combination of fragmented operations
covering various territorial units.While the Agglomeration of
Lille is still focused on a participativemunicipal approach,
togetherwith an array of sector-orientated sustainable
development actions, the increasingly important role of
intercommunal cooperation in spatial planning and territorial
solidarity has now resulted in amore strategic approach to
sustainable urban development.

Feature Sustainable cities in Europe
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New stakeholders and issues

In all the cities studied, we found that the skills and
responsibilities of those in charge of developing the city are
being reconfigured. Public players atmany levels have to deal
with the rise of the private sector (in the sectors of development,
property, business, energy supply andwastemanagement, etc.),
and of citizen pressure groups and associations.
These changes imply that public action needs new arbitration
bodies to regulate the actions of the private sector and
associations, without hindering the development of the
sustainable city. The challenges at stake involve three areas of
priority action: landmanagement, environmental risk
management and social equality.

Landmanagement: facedwith pressure on land and cuts in
public budgets, themajority of European cities no longer have
the resources needed to undertakemajor land acquisitions.
Furthermore, public control over land use remains the preferred
means of containing urban sprawl and promoting compact
cities. The intercommunal authority in Hanover and the
Generalitat in Catalonia illustrate the resources that have been
developed to exercise this right, and tomake the objectives of
urbanmix and environmental quality the subject of contracts.
In Great Britain, the lack of public control over land use is an
obstacle to implementation of a general and coordinated
strategy. The result is a fragmented approach to sustainable
development, seen as ameans of economic development in the
case ofManchester.

Managing environmental risk is focused on dispersed
agglomerations that consumehigh levels of resources and
produce high levels of pollution, aswell as on agglomerations
with a significant industrial past andwhich have placed the
emphasis on“redeveloping the city in the city”. As demonstrated
by the example ofMetropolitan Lille, urban redevelopment on
industrial wasteland raises problems regarding the distribution
of roles and responsibilities between public and private players.
Revising local urban planning schemes to enable planners and
developers to regeneratewasteland plotsmeans that the local
authorities assume their responsibility for the future use of such
sites and the risks involved in the long term and in spatial terms.
This is why they are developing social and environmental

recommendations, aswell as new contract instruments that
include clauses relative to the developers’environmental
accountability.

The issueof social equality is also crucial. Improving the
quality of urban lifemakes a citymore attractive but puts greater
pressure on property prices, thereby excluding a large section of
the population from living in redeveloped areas. Cuts in the
proportion of housing stock subsidised by the public authorities
inmany European countries and the environmental
requirements that put pressure on the building sector tend to
push up the price and quality of redeveloped or newhousing.
Hence the risk of an imbalance in supply and demand at a time
when the overall cost of housing in household budgets has
substantially increased. In such a context, wemaywell ask:
who is developing sustainable cities and forwhomare they
intended?

Premier Plan No.15 October–December 2007
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Bruno Villalba
Lecturer at the Institute of Political Studies in Lille

Themajor challenge in developing the sustainable city is how to
progress from a technical utopia to a political utopia, in terms of
plans for living together as a community.While sharing
technological know-how is simple enough, reconciling political
priorities raisesmany problems. Such problems are related to
the ambiguity inherent in the concept
of sustainable development. After focusing on the
intergenerational aspects of sustainable development, the last
few years have seen a growing interest inmore specifically local
aspects. Such a focus on the local territorial unit raises the issue
of the interdependence between territorieswhich combine the
options of sustainable development theorywith the practical
procedures for implementing know-how.
A territorial unit is characterised by three aspectswhich are
totally interdependent:material (thephysical characteristics of the
territory and the facilities developedwithin it), organisational
(the territory considered as an entity affected by different players
in conflict with one another) and identity aspects (history of the
territory). A territorial unit is subject to internal and external
pressures and also changes in linewith other, interdependent,
territorial units. First, local development in a territorial unit is
affected by territorial dynamics at an international level. Second,
a territorial unit ismade up of a number of inter-dependent sub-
units, whichmay, for example, lead to segregation. From the
point of view of sustainable development, issues such as
pollution, which exist across borders and boundaries, illustrate
howessential it is for us to take account of the interdependent
nature of territorial units. Towhat extent do urban policies
integrate theunderlying requirementsof sustainabledevelopment
in territorial units? Do such policies result in newmodes of
spatial usewithin territorial units?
Is this a challenge to the principle ofmobility?
How are local/regional sustainable development policies funded
and how is sustainable development reconciledwith the need
for economic development? Participative democracy and new
decision-making processes raise the issue ofwho is accountable
for collective decisions. Negotiatingwith civil society
presupposes that the objective is to define a collective, political,
project. Finally, is the issue of sustainable development in

local/regional territorial units a spatial development issue or a
political choice?

Brownfield regeneration and urban
attractiveness inManchester
and Lille

Mélanie Tual
Urban planner, specialising in research on sustainable
urban development, CSTB

Lille andManchester are two citieswith comparable urban
heritages and spatial planning issues. There is a tendency for the
differences in their political and institutional contexts to
converge under the increasingly strong influenceof European
Union governance. It is interesting to ask how the integration of
sustainable development in national planning, and then at local
level has operated in the two cities. Howhave institutional
instruments been developed in these two countries and the two
cities in view of the requirements of sustainable development?
Have the two cities encountered similar problems?What
solutions andmethods of adaptation have they implemented to
integrate the requirements of sustainable development into
their practices?

Decentralisation and integration - France andGreat Britain are
two countries that share a centralised conception of the State.
Due to the influence of EU policy, both nations have undertaken
a policy of decentralisation. In France, this has been in progress
for the last 25 years, but has been introducedmuchmore
recently in Great Britain, where the process ismore one of
devolution. Two kinds of regional assembly havebeen set up that
have limitedpowers. They arenot elected and the State is over-
represented. Under the pretext of decentralisation, theBritish
State is in fact rationalising theway inwhich national territory is
organised, without abandoning its control over this territory.
This reformhas the advantage of facilitating the systematic
integration of sustainable development. Legislation on urban
development has changed in differentways in the two countries.
In France, new laws have been voted on that factor in the
requirements of sustainable urban development: the Urban

Redeveloping industrial wasteland put to
the test of urban sustainability: the exam-
ples of Manchester and Lille

Feature Sustainable cities in Europe
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Renewal Act, togetherwith Acts onHousing, Clean Air and Clean
Water, etc. In Britain, the emphasis is on form, for example,
beginningby imposinganaudit of national policy relative to
sustainable development.

Twodifferent approaches tourbanplanning.
In France, where there is a deep-rooted tradition of urban
planning, regulation is still the key factor in howurban
development is structured (Local Urban Planning Schemes and
Spatial PlanningDirectives). The State sets out guidelines on
sustainable development for local authorities by introducing
new regulations.
In Great Britain, the government is working towardsmaking
planning proceduresmuch simpler.
It does not control local authority activities through legislation
but rather grants subsidies to local authorities based on a
tendering system and an obligation to achieve results. More and
more labels and awards for excellence are being introduced to
encourage local authorities to innovate. Sustainable
development has become a new criterion for receiving awarded
government funding.

New local planningdocuments in linewith sustainable
develoment requirements.
While both Britain and France have reformed their planning
documents, their efforts to integrate sustainable development
have been directed at different aspects. In France, planning
documentsmust be drawn up in stricter relation to policy, within
the framework of the Solidarity andUrban Renewal (SRU) Act,
which provides for Planning and Sustainable Development
Projects (Projets d’Aménagement et deDéveloppementDurable, or
PADD), andmajor innovation thanks to Local Urban Planning
Schemes (PLU) andTerritorial Coherence Schemes (SCOT)
comparedwith the former LandUse Plans (POS) andMaster Plans
(SchémasDirecteurs). In Great Britain, urban planning documents
now include a policy aspect, called the“vision” for the city, a
development strategy that defines themain guidelineswithout,
as is the case in France, drawing on a detailed audit. Reforms of
the planning system, introduced since the year 2000, have given
priority to governancewithin the framework of sustainable
development, requiringmunicipalities to involve asmany local
players as possible in drawing up planning documents and in

integrating the principle of sustainable development in the
various texts thatmake up these documents. The single
planning document has been replaced by a series of files
including themed strategies, that can each be revised separately,
in a bid to encourage private initiatives.

Implementing sustainable urban
development at the local level

Partnerships and the involvement of civil society.
In Great Britain, local authorities cannot drawup urban planning
documents nor obtain funding, without developing
partnershipswith civil society and the State. Partnerships also
provide the framework for relations between local authorities,
between the latter and public agencies, aswell aswith the
private sector (Private Public Partnerships). In France, civil society
is not systematically involved in this way, although there is a
requirement to consult the local population at key stages in
drawing up urban planning documents for all major urban
projects and for local initiatives.

Decompartmentalisation and integrationof sector-based
policies. In Great Britain, decompartmentalisation takes place
mainly under the impetus of national urban renewal
programmes designed to organise an integrated approach to
regional and local development.
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In France, such initiatives aremore likely to be based on local
initiatives and local political influences.

Controlling landuse. In France, the urban planning regulations
are the key instrument. In Great Britain, the building permit
application procedure and national urban renewal programmes
ar the key instruments. The latter are used by local authorities,
within limited perimeters, to exercise strict control over land use.
Outside these perimeters, the laws of themarket rule and it is
difficult to drawup local spatial development strategies.

Different approaches to
sustainable urban development

Manchester and Lille both try to reconcile themanagement of
their urban heritage, issues specific to the area and new
sustainable development requirements.

Comparable urbanheritage. In the past, both citieswere
European industrial centres andbothhavebeenseriouslyhitby
de-industrialisation.They have had to deal with problems relative
to a deterioration in the quality of the urban environment, with
residential areas inhabited byworkers that have become run-
down, industrial wastelands and high levels of soil andwater
pollution.

Similar local issues andadvantages.
These issues aremainly related to urban heritage.
Both cities have supported the transformation to post-industrial
economy,with a certain degree of success, although this still
needs to be consolidated,mainly by diversifying the economic
fabric of the area, curbing urban sprawl and redeveloping
rundown residential areas. This has involved, in both cases,
developing the attractiveness of the urban area and promoting
competitiveness in the European arena, whilemeeting local
needs and improving the inhabitants’quality of life. These two
dynamic and ambitious cities have in common a history of
strong political power, embodied by charismaticmen and
women, an active network of associations, a strong local identity
and an enhanced new image thanks to effectivemarketing.

Different appraoches to sustainable urbandevelopment.
The approach developed inManchester is described as
“entrepreneurial”: priority is given to economic growth, with
prosperity seen as the sine qua non of sustainability and, in
particular, as the best way to address social issues. In Lille,
sustainable development is based on the principles of territorial
solidarity and equality, and economic development comes
second to this. In both cities , the environment aspects have long
been theweak part of sustainable urban development, but
things are now changing.

The difficulties encountered inManchester to implement
sustainable urban development in the area are, above all,
cultural and conceptual.
In Great Britain, there is a great deal of confusion surrounding
the concept of sustainable development: it is not necessary to
factor in all three aspects - economic, social and environmental -
at the same time to implement sustainable development.
Resources aremainly allocated for economic and social
development. Nonetheless, under the influence of the
approaches developed by the international urban elite, and out
of concern tomake the citymore attractive, the approach taken
byManchester is changing to bemore in linewith the
commonly-accepted conception.
In Lille, the problems are primarily institutional. Coordination
betweencommunesand intercommunalauthorities is
complicated. Reformof intercommunal cooperation
instruments designed to rationalise the institutional scene have
in factmade itmore complicated. The lack of centralised
expertise at one levelmakes local action less effective. As far as
protecting the environment is concerned, the growing influence
of the private sectors raises the question of how responsibility
for the environment should be distributed.
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Urban regeneration inManchester: great
potentialforsustainableurbandevelopment

Michael Hebbert
Professor of Urban Planning at the School of
Environment and Development, University of
Manchester

The confusion that surrounds the concept of sustainability in
Great Britain can be explained, or excused, by the real
correspondence that exists between the objectives of urban
regeneration and those of sustainable development.
Given the early development of industrialisation in the country,
British cities underwent an exceptionally long period of peri-
urbanisation, the emigration of certain social categories,
economic disinvestment and spatial abandonment. Upon
becoming PrimeMinister in 1997, Tony Blair called upon the
UrbanTask Force, a commission chaired by the architect, Richard
Rogers, to examine the reasons for economic and demographic
decline in the cities against a national context of economic
growth, job creation and an increase in the number of
households. TheTask Force found that the environmental
malaise and economic and demographic decline in English cities
was due to the failure of urban planners to conceive of the city as
a placewhere people choose to live in order to satisfy their
personal aspirations in terms of leisure activities, work and
lifestyle. The Rogers Report recommended that the planning
system should henceforth encourage compact and high-density
urban development on brownfield sites.

Manchester, a city of contrasts

Manchester is an example both of urban decline and the
potential for urban regeneration. The city has been subject to
peri-urbanisation and the exodus of themiddle classes over a
particularly long period. In addition, at the end of the 20th
century, operations to demolish certain run-down
neighbourhoods and clean up and redevelop brownfield sites
resulted in the emergence of abandoned urban spaces, located
on the edges of the historic city centre, where the best access
and facilities can be found.Manchester also illustrates the

potential for urban renaissance. At the end of the 1990s, urban
planning regulations relative to streets and buildings developed
for the urban regeneration of Hulme, were extended to cover the
entire city. Some of these regulations have helped build up
Manchester’s reputation in thematter of urban regeneration.
GreaterManchester is distinctive in that it covers a very large
area (practically the same as London, 1,300 km2(501 square
miles)) and has a small city centre (116 km2(44 squaremiles)). The
agglomeration has a population of 2.5million inhabitants, with
only 450,000 inManchester itself.
Many of the inner city districts are facing serious problems and
the city is ranked as the 3rd poorest local community in England.
Nonetheless, Manchester is the regional capital and the
country’s largest financial and business centre after London. It
boasts a remarkable standard of cultural, sports and business
facilities, as well as an airport. Local politics are very stable
(Labour), which has enabled the establishment of a strong local
authority. Manchester’s urban regeneration policy is closely in
linewith theUrbanTask Force’s recommendations.
Sustainable urban development is viewed as the physical
regeneration ofwasteland, vacant buildings and residential
areas. Residual spaces have been filled in, old buildings
renovated or replaced, and over 2,000 appartments have been
built each year,mainly in the formof large building complexes.

Many regeneration projects have been implemented in East
Manchester, including the conversion of AncoatsMills, the
development of an eco-district on the site of a former run-down
residential area, and the transformation of an industrial
wasteland into“Sportcity”, etc.
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East Manchester: successful regeneration

projects...

The regeneration of all these areas has been orchestrated thanks
to theNew EastManchester partnership.
In January 2007, Sportscitywas selected from among 68 other
sites to house Britain’s first ever super-casino.
This project has become the focus ofmuch criticism, seen as a
symbol of a regeneration strategy that is based primarily on
developing private property rather than on the quality of the
environment andmeeting the needs of families.

In 2007, the City ofManchester published aDevelopmentGuide
which reflects a desire to take sustainable development
requirements into account. This guide sets out environmental
standards for the building sector (energy efficiency, renewable
energy,microgeneration, water andwastemanagement, green
building guidelines and protecting biodiversity). For the
moment though, these are just simple recommendations that
have been taken on board in a handful of“model”projects.

Industrial wasteland versus
the attractiveness of urban life
in Lille Metropolis

Annette Groux
Head of Spatial Planning
and Urban Renewal for the Urban Community of Lille
Métropole

TheUrban Community of LilleMétropole (LMCU) encompasses 85
communes and has a population of around 1,100,000
inhabitants in an area of 611.45 km2(236 squaremiles). It consists
of twomajor agglomerations, 50%ofwhich is classed as an
agricultural area. In addition to its“traditional”powers in the
areas of planning, land use and housing based on planning
documents, the Act adopted in July 1999 relative to improving
intercommunal cooperation entails awhole new range of issues
for the LMCU to deal with. New community powers (economic
development, preserving the natural heritage, etc.) have
entailed the introduction of the agglomeration tax on
businesses (taxe professionnelle d’agglomération). The LMCU has
become a strategic development tool for the area.

A particular urban framework
and landscape

TheUrban Community of Lille consists of two urban hubs:
Roubaix-Tourcoing (200,000 inhabitants) and Lille (230,000
inhabitants). Such urban polycentrismdeveloped around
industrialmanufacturing and the rise of the single industry,
textiles, during the 19th century. The urban landscape has been
profoundly affected by this industrial past, as well as by awave of
building large estates in the 1960s and 1970s, redevelopment
operations in the centre (Euralille) and the arrival of the high-
speed train link.

Themetropolitan area has not been spared by industrial decline,
which has broughtwith it unemployment, social problems and
urban degradation inmany forms. The closing of the coalmines,
industrial decline and, especially, the decline in the textile and
clothing industry, the restructuring of transportation have all left
many spaces completely vacant. In 1993, almost 50%of all
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industrial wasteland in Francewas to be found in theNord Pas de
Calais Region,mainly in the formermining area, the region
aroundValenciennes and the Lille agglomeration.

Trends in spatial planning andurbanplanning

Since1991, the LMCUhasbeen implementinga“revitalisedcity”
policy in abid to turndegradedareas togooduse, improving their
value and the quality of life of the inhabitants and boost
development across themetropolitan area. This blueprint is
embodied in the Local Urban Planning Scheme (PLU) and is
reflected in efforts to curb urban sprawl,mainly by setting an
objective to build two-thirds of housingwithin the existing area.
The urban renewal policy lays outmeasures for redeveloping
certain priority areas, which account for 20%of the territory.
These areas are sites that are considered disadvantaged, in the
broadest sense of the term, and likely to be subject to ecological
inequality.

In application of theDecree of 13 September 2005, the LMCU acts
as themanager in charge of the urban planning document,
firstly, in the process of cleaning up the site for the purposes of
the permit and, secondly, in deciding onwhat use it should be
put towhen industrial sites that are listed for the protection of
the environment (Installations Classées Pour la Protection de
l’Environnement, or ICPE), are shut down.
For example: Onduclair was an“ICPE”on an industrial estate in
Wasquehal from1957 to 2005. As part of its plans for the city
centre, the commune decided to develop housing on this site.
LilleMétropolewas therefore called upon to change the land
zoning policy in the PLU and grant approval to change the use of
the land.
The procedure took 23months to complete, thus demonstrating
the problems involved in terms of timingwhen planning to
change the use to anything other than industrial. The zoning in
the PLU does not overlook the possibility that a sitemay be
polluted and the petitioner for any projectmust furnish proof
that the planned land use is compatiblewith any residual soil
pollution.

Reconciling public issues
and private interests

In view of the attractiveness of redeveloping industrial
wasteland, in a context of curbing urban sprawl and a proactive
urban renewal policy, the private sector has been hit hard by the
ensuing pressure on the propertymarket. On the other hand, the
public sector’s financial resources are being cut, in the case of
local authorities and the State alike. If the rise of the private
sectormay be seen as an opportunity in terms of the financial
resources and expertise itmay bring, it should nonetheless be
aware that its interestsmay conflict with the general interest of
the community or the commune. It is therefore preferable to
define procedures in advance so that all parties getwhat they
want and that they all assume responsibility in the process of
urban renewal.

Does the extension of the precautionary
principle spell the end of urban renewal?

National policy regarding polluted sites and land designed to
improve the protection of health and the environment has been
tightened up thanks to a number of decrees. At the same time,
case lawhas changed the role of themayor tomake him/her
more accountable formanagement of polluted land.The
Ministry considers that it is not up to the Regional Directorate for
Industry, Research and the Environment (DRIRE) to impose
measures that becomenecessary due to a change in land use
and thatmanaging any potential risks should comewithin the
scope of themayor’s responsibility for general health and safety,
who should therefore carry out any investigations deemed
necessary. Consequently, communes and private developers are
responsible for a change of land use, especially with regard to
health risks to future residents. Themayor’s role has thus
changed,making him/hermore accountable for polluted land,
even though this change is not the subject of an Act clarifying
the legislation.

As a result, implementing the principle of urban renewal has
become complex in legal term regarding the health precautions
that should be taken, and very expensive in terms of the cost of
land in urban areas, demolition costs and cleanup costs. The
future of this policy is therefore anything but certain as far as the
local authorites are concerned.
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Olivier Soubeyran
Professor at the Université Joseph Fourier in
Grenoble, Institute of Alpine Geography, UMR CNRS
Pacte-Territoires Laboratory

Agreatdealof rhetoric surroundstheconceptof thesustainablecity,
worldwide,and its implementation indifferentnationalplanning
contexts is interesting.Theways inwhichtheconceptof the
sustainablecity filtersdowninto localcultureandenriches the
conceptof sustainabledevelopmentareworthcloserexamination,
and, togetherwiththecomparisonofdifferentcases, canhelp
improveourunderstandingofwhatsustainableurbandevelopment
really implies.
Urbanrenewalandpreservationare twobasiccomponentsof
sustainableurbandevelopment.
Thequestion isknowingwhatexactly ismeantbyurbanrenewaland
preservationgiventhat thedistinctionbetweenthetwoisblurred
andthat theoneoftenworks tothedetrimentof theother.We
shouldthenfocusattentiononthesystems involvedandthe
compatibilityofarchitecturalpreservationandsocial renewal.

Theproblemofscalehasbeenstudied inexperimentscarriedout in
Germany: tomeet thechallengesof thecurrentecological crisis,
thereare local solutions thatarenot transferable.Anational solution
isnotnecessarilycompatible, for reasonstodowith logicor time,
with thesolutiontothesameproblemdealtwith locally.Aplanned,
forward-lookingapproach isnotcompatiblewithareflexive,oreven
retroactive,approachtosustainabledevelopment.Non-sustainable
urbanisationandurbanplanningexperimentsare judged in lightof
ecological, economicandsocialaspects.But it isno longerpossible
todealwithoneof thesekeyaspectsbydealingwithanother:an
ecologicalproblemcannotbereducedtoasocialproblem.A
substantial improvement inoneof thesekeyareasusually results ina
seriousdegradation inoneof theother two. Inspiteof thecorrective
measureswemay implementontheside,non-sustainableurban
planningproduces thevery things thataredestroyingusand
destroys thevery things thatproduceus.Themajorstep forward,
proposed inthesesustainableurbanmodels, involvesproducing
what isproductiveanddestroyingwhat isdestructive.Thecruxof the
question is thento figureout thebestwaytoanalysehow
sustainableurbanmodelswork in relationtothischange.

Naples and Barcelona: two different
approaches to reconciling density
and sustainability

Floridea Di Ciommo
Economist, Urban Planner and Researcher
at the Politecnica University in Madrid

Traditionally, the debate on sustainable cities focuses on
analysing the social and economic processes at work and
ignores any analysis of the environmental aspects. The approach
developed by the Politique EcologiqueUrbainemovement
“recentres” the debate onNature in the city and reveals the
extent towhich theurbanenvironment is alsoaffectedby the
experience of social and environmental problems. Howhave
these two cities integrated the concept of sustainable
development?What approaches,methods, institutional changes
and newpractices have been implemented to promote
sustainable development? Do they serve to develop cities that
are“really” sustainable? By sustainable development, we also
mean a redistribution of or equal access to resources,in this case
to urban resources. Howdo the various levels of territorial
governance promote these two aspects ? Howdoes integrating
sustainable development into urban spatial planning, by the
planning authorities, impact on the conditions for access to
urban resources?

In Spain and Italy,responsibility for local and regional planning is
decentralised. The requirements of sustainable development are
integrated through urban plannning policy on various scales:
every region has authority to organise urban planning and
defines its own laws for governing the territory. The State acts as
mediator to ensure balance and solidarity in the inter-regional
destribution of sensitive resources: water in Spain, tax resources
in Italy.

Compacity, urban sprawl
and transport issues
inMediterranean cities
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Howdo they conceive
sustainable development?

In these two countries, sustainable development is conceived in
differentways depending on the territorial scale involved
(national, regional or local). In Italy, the national government has
declared its primary concern is environmental, while the regions
are focusedmore on the socio-spatial issues of access to urban
resources.
In Spain, the national conception of sustainable development is
intricately linked to protecting the coastline andwater
resources. Nonetheless, in the regions, this conception is geared
more to spatial development.

The institutionalisation of sustainable development in Naples
began in themid-1990s. The aimof this is tomake urban
planning documents formetropolitan areasmoremutually
consistent. Thismainly involves inter-relating the various urban
plans, and, in particular, working to integrate the different
network plans, in linewith social and economic objectives (links
between poorer and richer districts) and ecological objectives
(taking biodiversity and volcanic risks into account). Spatial
planning in Barcelona is distinctive in that it is regulated by
sustainable development criteria:maintaining the compactness
of the City of Barcelona, a growth strategy focused on urban
centres, implying counterweight citieswhere people should be
able to live andwork.

These two cities have several key points in common: restricted
geographical sites (relief, coastline), important role played by
urban planning experts in policy decisions, and the same
institutional complications: both have given up on the idea of
setting up an intercommunal territorial authority to dealwith the
issues of sustainable development, and the two cities have a
similar urbanheritage embodied in a compact urban form.
However, they have takendifferent approaches to integrating the
prerogatives of sustainability into urbandevelopment.While
Naples is trying tomake a compact citymore spacious by
creating urban parks and gardens in interstitial spaces,

Barcelona’s urban plan is based on reclaiming public spaces and
creating urban hubs. In both cases, these approaches reflect a
determination to“recentre”urban development onNature. This
implies re-establishing a certain balance between public space
and housing in Barcelona, and, inNaples, prohibiting
constructionon the scarcegreen spaces that are available in the
urban area. As a result, the aimof upgrading transportation
infrastructures is to improve the quality of urban life and urban
mobility in Naples, whereas, in Barcelona, it is to contain
dispersion into the peri-urban areaswithin the agglomeration of
Barcelona by developing compact“counterweight cities”.

In the two cities, the relation between the concept of the
sustainable city and the approaches developed to achieve it
differs. In Naples, a pragmatic approach is taken, accordingmore
importance to approaches than to concepts, whereas amore
theoretical and strategic approach underlies the sustainable
urban developmentmodel applied in Catalonia. In Barcelona,
the compact, diversified and complex city is seen as themodel to
be referred to in terms of urban ecology, while in Naples,
developing the sustainable city is based on the idea of urban
accessibility.
In Italian cities, transportation networks are planned in relation
to spatial planning, whereas in Barcelona, urban regeneration
was initially based on consolidating the urban hubs, to then go
on to develop a network of compact cities outside the
metropolitan region.

Naples: Inter-relating urban planning and
transport infrastructure planning

In Naples, this inter-relation of transportation infrastructures and
spatial planning has resulted in the planning and programming
departments taking the issue of use into account in drawing up
policy on infrastructure. For example, working-class districts in
the east of the city (at the foot ofMountVesuvius), which are
subject to various social disadvantages, were cut off from the rest
of the city due to thepresenceof road infrastructures. These have
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been demolished and replaced by ametro station designed to
link this part of the city to the centre and to serve as a newurban
hub for this district. Another example is theworking-class
district in the north of the city, where the problems are social
insecurity and run-downhousing, which has been the object of a
policy to improve public transport accessibility, with a new
station linking tomiddle-class,more affluent districts.This new
socialmix instigatedby public transport services has become a
source of social tension and conflict between young people.

Barcelona: consolidating the compact city and
integrating development of the city in an
inter-urban network

In 1995, theGeneralitatdrewup a territorial plan for the entire
region of Catalonia and approved themaster schemes and
general plans for the City of Barcelona. The principles set out in
all these planning documents incorporate environmental, social
and economic aspects. Rather than taking account of current
dynamics in the region, the approach taken is aimed at
providing the impetus to develop newdynamics: Barcelona’s
sustainable urban planning policy highlights the issues at stake
beyond themetropolitan area, within an extended regional
urban arc thatwill form a network of 16 cities channelling
growth from themetropolitan region. The principles of
sustainable development are thus applied in two forms:
maintaining the compactness of the City of Barcelonawith a
view to environmental sustainability, a growth strategy focused
on urban centres, implying counterweight cities where people
should be able to live andwork.

This comparative analysis highlights an approach to sustainable
urban development that is pragmatic in Naples and strategic in
Barcelona, andwhere each has its limits. In the case of Barcelona,
local and regional dynamics are inadequately accounted for: will
people go and live in the areas provided for urban expansion
under urban planningmaster schemes? Inwanting to extend
the compact citymodel to the network ofmedium-sized cities,
the territorial planning scheme aims to create amix of urban
uses and an autonomous local labourmarket in these cities.
However, it is not certain that the planning tools and approaches

implemented (the proportionality rule of one job per inhabitant,
etc.) will make it possible to reproduce this compact citymodel
on a larger scale. In the case of Naples, the importance placed on
spatial planning to the detriment of strategic planning restricts
the inter-relations between the three aspects of urban
development.
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Barcelona: conceiving sustainable
development at ametropolitan scale

FrancescMagrinya
Professor at the Polytechnic University
of Catalonia, Spatial Planning and Transport
Department

Upuntil the 1970s, Barcelona had little concern for the quality of
the urban environment. Things changedwith the re-
establishment of democracy, and the city’s action has since been
focused on the idea of the urban project.With the emergence of
sustainable development discourse, a new approach has been
developed that gives priority to designing quality public spaces.
It is impossible to understand the transformation of Barcelona
without taking into account the role of the associative
movements during the 1970s. These associationsweremade up
of technicians, some ofwhom succeeded in being elected or in
becoming city councillors who broughtwith theman excellent
understanding of the city’s problems.They initiated a discourse
on upgrading urban centres and themonumentalisation of the
surrounding area, then considered to be lost space, of poor
urban quality, that needed to be re-integrated into the city
centre.

During the 1980’s, the discourse on cleaning up the city began to
adapt to changes in the city and, with the increasing vogue for
the“service city”, the discourse took amore culturalist turn. To
meet demand for facilities and“space tobreathe”, a first series of
areas (mainly industrial) were repurchased by the city during the
industrial crisis, from1975 to 1985.This period also saw a
number of cooperative initiatives between the City and the
School of Architecture, famed for encouraging innovative
design.

Street furniture as the benchmark

From the 1990s on, the City of Barcelona began to show a
particular interest in street furniture, while it continued to
reclaim space, as demonstrated in the Ronda deDalt project. The
library, of high quality design, which stands above a busymain
road (La Ronda deDalt) close to an area of large estates, was built
in response to criticismof the City of Barcelona for its lack of
investment in public transport services and the low standard of
facilities on large estates.

The compact, complex and diverse
Mediterranean city

In the context of competitiveness and sustainable development,
Barcelona’s strategy has been to promote compact development
in the citywhilst pursuing its work on public space. The
challenge involves successfully reconcilingmixed land use and
developing public transport. A joint project undertaken by the
University and theUrban Ecology Agency has led to a number of
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pilot schemes to reclaimpublic space in lightof sustainable
development, basedon the theories of Cerdà. Cerdà conceived of
the city in terms of four principles: the independence of the
individual in the home, the independence of the home in the
city, the independence ofmeans of transportation (physically
separate on the roads), and ruralising the urban and urbanising
the rural.

A study is currently in progress on the relation between public
space and traffic space. This involves“specialising the city”, by
reserving certain streets for traffic and considering others as
public space. Promoting sustainable development implies
giving priority to pedestrians, then to cyclists, then public
transport and lastly to car users. Roads are designed in
accordancewith this principle, aswell aswith thatof the
independenceofdifferentmeansof transportation. Traffic
simulation experiments based on these principles have been
carried out in the old quarter of Gracia, using amain network for
cars and diverting vehicles away from the roads and narrow
streets that are not part of this network. This simulation only
resulted in a drop from40,000 vehicles to 38,000 an hour. In El
Prat de Llobregat,a network of pedestrian streets and a cycle
network have been developed to deal with the conflict between
these two forms of transport in Barcelona. The aimof these
various projects is, eventually, to integrate the three networked
mobility systems.The next stagewill be to prohibit street
parking. To do this, all public spaces thatmight be used as car
parks have been identified.

To promote this approach, certain indicators have been defined
in partnershipwith theUrban Ecology Agency as a policy
decision aid: a compactness indicator (e.g.minimum2.50m for
pavements,minimumcriterion relative to space for sociability), a
complexity indicator (the Shannon biodiversity index applied to
urban diversity), an indicator of socialmix (cross-referencing age
and geographic origin of inhabitants, public facilities, public
transport networks and pedestrian networks).

On the scale of the agglomeration, spatial planning sees
preserving green areas as the priority.

A“coastal systemmaster plan”has been established, with a view
to reclaiming a 500metre-long strip of coastline and to stop
property speculationon agricultural and non-urban land. High-
density hubswithin theconurbationhavebeencreated tomake
theagglomerationmorecompact,with the underlying idea of the
urban project, i.e. of progressive urbanisation.

AGENDA 21 BARCELONA

Discourse on sustainable development first appearedwith
the Agenda 21movement, which initially involved one-off
initiatives, such as erecting solar panels in a football stadium.
Later, a whole series of experimental projects were carried
out:“recyclingpoints”, waste sorting units and gas-powered
buses, etc. Agenda 21 now includes 100measures.

The district of La Ronda de Dalt before and after

Library built over La Ronda de Dalt
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Compact cities, environmental quality
andmixed use: the issues at stake in the
high-density city

Roberto Giannì
Head of the Urban Planning Department in
Naples

Since 1945, the surface area of Naples has increased six-fold.
The city has failed to develop the urban facilities required
for the smooth running of amodern city and this urban
growth has arisen to the detriment of the environment,
without being accompanied by competitive economic
development.
In the early 1990s, the degradation of urban space could
be seen in excessive urban sprawl, with outlying areas
characterised by extremely poor public facilities and
services. Today, the local economy is centred on the
building sector, which is regulated in law, although
not in practice. Property speculators invest substantial
financial resources in these sectors, to the detriment of
the local economywhich is getting poorer and poorer.
The lack of any urban planning schemedoes not allow the
political powers to deal with the city’smajor problems,
namely theweakeconomyandenvironmental and social
degradation.

Citizens take action in response to the
deterioration in the quality of urban life
(1970-1980)

In his film“LeMani sulla Città” (Hands over the City), Franco Rosi
denounces property speculation that is spreading urbanisation
into themost amazing siteswith total disregard for the local
urban planning text, theGeneral Regulatory Plan (PRG). Following
an initial period that endedwith the urbanisation of the hills
aroundNaples, with building ofmediocre quality, a second
phase, in the 1970s, saw the illegal construction of buildings,
especially in Pianura, a district on the northwest outskirts of

Naples. Then, at the end of the 1980s, expensive and
unnecessary road infrastructureswere built, generating awave
of‘urbanistic consumerism’that decimated the city’s financial
resources. The public good is subjugated to the private interests
of propery speculators, who take advantage of the corrupt
political authorities. Consequently, the city is being transformed
with no respect for the historical and environmental heritage.
Throughout this period, the deteriorating quality of urban life
has led to growing awareness of environmental issues on the
part of a section of the city’s inhabitants.
This citizens’movement is gaining ground and a local political
opposition force has formed.This citizens’action has led to
improvements insofar as concerns protecting the heritage and
cultural identity of Naples.

1993 - a turning point

In 1993, the deteriorating quality of the city and the inefficiency
of the local authorities led to the election of a newmayor,
Antonio Bassolino.
Urban planningwas one of the priorities set out in the new city
council’s political agenda.
A new regulatory plan founded on a double strategy of
preservation and urban renewal served as the basis for
sustainable urban development. It aimed to achieve a
satisfactory standard of urban environment, seen as the
essential prerequisite for sustainable social and economic
development in the city. Preservationmainly implies the historic
centre and the rare residual green spaces.
Urban renewal primarily covers two former industrial areas, with
the aimofmakingNaples economically competitive
internationally.

The newGeneral Regulatory Plan combines intervention,
preservation and transformation.There are no plans to extend
urbanisation but rather to revitalise urbanised areas. The new
PRG introduces shared rules into local urban development
policies, thereby favouring social cohesion. In particular, it
provides incentives for business players to gear their initiatives
toward promoting the development of a healthymarket instead
of property speculation. Transforming the outskirts of the city,
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especially industrial brownfields, is intended to promote
economic and social development thanks to new facilities. To
this end, the redevelopment of twomajor industiral areas of the
city, Bagnoli and the East industrial area, is amajor project under
the PRG.

Improving links between the centre and the
outskirts

Redeveloping the East industrial area amply demonstrates the
urban regeneration policy promoted by the new PRG. This area is
atypical in that it is close to the city centre and diverse urban
functions are combined there. Located on the edge ofVesuvius,
it has goodwater resources and includes farms, housing,
factories andworkshops, althoughmainly industrial sites. The
site is poorly adapted formodern economic development due to
the run-down state of the urban spaces, the limited existence of
urban amenities and oil depot and oil pipeline.
There are alsomany gaps in the urban space created by oil pipes
and road infrastructures that cross the areawithout catering for
it.

This area has the advantage of being located just on the edge of
the city centre and linked to a newmetropolitan rail network.
The regeneration project for the city, which includes a high-
density zone and a low-density zone, provides for 420 hectares
of business districts, an urban park covering 170 hectares and
crossed by the River Sebeto, 18 hectares of urban boulevards,
linking the project site to the high-speed train railway station.
Redevelopmentwork at this sitewill consolidate the centrality of
the city and the links between the centre and the outskirts.
In addition to this project, the commune’s transportation plan
provides for the extension of themetropolitan network and
does awaywithmotorway access interchanges that are not
suitable in environmental and operational terms.

Maintainingmixed use

In this area, the project provides for a newmarina and leisure
facilities; relocation of the Engineering Schools and the Faculty
of Law; a newhospital to be built and the central national police
headquarters.
The urban regeneration process is funded through public and
private investment. Factories are being converted in linewith
criteria relative to the integration of buildings, roads and public
space. The project approach allows for a certain degree of
flexibility, butmakes itmore difficult for the local commune
authority to control quality. This process places greater
responsibility on the latter, since it designs the urban
regeneration programme covering the various projetcs. The
urban planning departmentmonitors the various urban
operations to check their coherence and keep public funding to
theminimum.This regeneration process raises the value of land
and the public authorities, especially the regional authority and
the commune authority of Naples, have a substantial arbitration
task to prevent, for example, large shoppingmalls being built
instead of production companies. To this end, they provide
support for setting up production activities that are
environment-friendly.

Transforming an area while ensuring environ-
mental quality and attracting businesses

The low-density area is currently home to oil depots and these
must be relocated for the urban redevelopment operation to go
ahead.This is a costly and complicated operation since several
institutions are involved. In these relocation operations, the oil
companies are supported by a semi-public development
company,NapoliOrientale, made up of representatives of the
commune, the region, the province, the port authorities,
employers’unions and theworkers’unions. Themain idea of the
project is to organise urban regeneration of the area around the
development of a 170-hectare park. The aim is to recreate a
landscapewherewater is amain feature and to house business
activities related to the environment in themills and the farm
and industrial buildings. This urban parkwill be surrounded by
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In Naples, a project based around a huge park
where water is a key feature
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sports and leisure facilities compatiblewith sustainable
development. It is still too early in the day to assess this project,
but the newurban planning regulations seem to be in linewith
the objectives of sustainable development since they take
account of Naples’historical and environmental heritage, and
also allow for economic growth, space-saving schemes and the
conservation of the city’s cultural identity.

The urban redevelopment plan for the East industrial area, which
covers over 200 hectares, is aimed at replacing the former
industrial siteswith high-tech activities in a quality urban
environment. A huge urban park is planned, togetherwith road
infrastructure and newmetropolitan railway stations. A number
of players are directly or indirectly involved in redeveloping
these industrial sites. This implies conflicts of interest, especially
between the oil companies, which do not all agree to relocating,
theNaples port authoritywhich is looking for newurban spaces
to expand its own activities, and the citizens’associationswho
wantmore public space of better quality. Implementation of this
urban renewal plan comes up against various obstacles - high
costs and lengthy time schedules for transferring oil activities
and the rising prices of property following approval of the new
general regulating plan, whichmaymake it difficult for new
production companies to locate to the area.

Sustainable urban development
in Germany

Denis Bocquet
Researcher at the CNRS-LATTS, Ecole Nationale
des Ponts et Chaussées, University of
Marne-La-Vallée

Analysis of the German position not only allows us to consider
what a sustainable city is and how it can be built, but also
highlights the ambiguities inherent in the sustainable city
discourse.What are the objectives of the sustainable city
and how can they be achieved? How can choices at the local
level be tied inwith those at the national level? How can the
samepeoplemake choices at the local level while approving
contradictory choices at the national level ? Political ecology in
Germany is engaged in a balancing act between local and
national interests. Analyses of sustainable urban development at
the local level need to be reconsidered in light of these national
interests.Wemust break away from the idea - often expressed in
France - that Germany is a countrywhere local government
prevails. In Germany, the federal government and the Länder
play an important role, including in urban planning.Wemust not
lose sight of the fact that Germany is still the driving force
behind European industry and the discourse on sustainable
urban development is no longer politically opposed to growth
and anything that sustains it.
The question of sustainable urban development can also be
posed in terms of quantity. It is surprising that Germany
organises urban forums on the recycling of householdwaste,
but does not do for energy policy choices, which are farmore
important in quantitative terms.While hewas Chancellor, Mr
Schroeder decided to build theGerman energy sector entirely
around Russian gas and imported coal, committing the country
for at least five decades. Although this decisionwasmade at a
timewhen the“Green”partywas in the government, no
resignationswere handed in. Germany’s choicewas to dowith
energy security and building normal relationswith Russia and
had little to dowith sustainable development ideology.
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The country has nevertheless defined new ecological standards
concerning sustainable cities at various levels of government,
particularly in the area of housing.

The specific feature of the German approach to sustainable
urban development can be seen in construction quality and
participation.
German urban planning has largely inherited the ideology of the
“green city”, one of the great classics of 19thcentury urban theory.
At the end of the 20th century, however, the green - but sprawling
- city has become the subject of debate in a periodwhere the
compact city is consideredmore virtuous in terms of energy
balance. This reversal in values opens the debate on the value of
the green urbanmodel, a situationwhich is quite the opposite of
that seen in France, where the compact city is the starting point.
What corrections can bemade to this inherited urban form and
what urban form should be promoted? How can home
ownership be encouraged in a countrywheremost of the
population rent their homes, without contributing to urban
sprawl? Some changes in society are inconsistentwith the
notion of sustainable urban development.

Germany is well ahead of the field as far as building standards
aimed at improving the energy balance are concerned, aswell as
in its efforts to encourage experimentation in energy use in
housing.Many questions are being raised, however, in the field
of transport. Forwhat is the future of public transport in a
countrywhere the personal vehicle is so central to life, where the
motor industry contributes somuch to the country’s exports and
where the image of the national territory is based on the
motorway network?The othermajor question is whatwill
becomeof regional planning? Germany has a longstanding
tradition of debate in this area but, paradoxically, as sustainable
urban developmentmoves to centre stage, the country has
begun to challenge regional planningmechanisms at both the
institutional and political levels.

Munich, a thriving western city

Ever since the 1990s,Munich hasmanaged to build an urban
marketing discourse on sustainable urban development that is
tied inwith a considerable amount ofwork on urban form. In
1993, the city set up a sustainable urban development
programme aimed at fighting sprawl and promoting urban
concentration. It played a pioneering role in giving due
consideration to the quantitative value of CO2.
In themid-1990s, onemunicipal department turned its attention
to energy balances andways of improving them, in particular by
reviewing transport networks.
The chief aim is to combat“radial” networks in an attempt to
promote urban development around transport nodes instead of
following the controlled sprawlmodel adopted previously.
The city also has amulti-tier road systemwith thewidespread
use of“Tempo30 Zones”and increased use of 30 kph speed
limits in districts bounded bymajor roads.
Channelling traffic flows and organising themaround amulti-
tier systemmakes for greater acoustic comfort and a better
quality of urban life.

Berlin - difficulties in overcoming its
contradictions

In addition to its city-wide Agenda 21, Berlin also has an Agenda
21 specific to each of its districts. Another outstanding feature of
the city is its experience of participation, although this hasmore
to dowith social than environmental politics. Berlin reflects all
the ambiguities of the fight against urban sprawl in Germany
and, in spite of incentives, regional planning comes up against
difficulties outside the city limits.
Housing estates for Berliners eager to buy their own homes are
springing up in all the small outlying communes. The city, which
was already enormous, has sprawled even farther along the
motorways.
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Hanover, a city with a political
and socially-aware intercommunal approach
promoting sustainable urban
development

Ursula Paravicini
Architect and Professor at Leibniz University in
Hanover

In Germany, Hanover is looked up to as amodel of
intercommunal organisation and sustainable development. The
city is the administrative capital of the Land of Lower Saxony as
well as amajor North German agglomerationwhich has begun
to occupy a new strategic position at the heart of the enlarged
European community. The extremely fast process of de-
industrialisation and the shift to a service-based society,
combinedwith themassive influx of often poorly-skilled people
of German descent from the former Soviet Union, Poland and
Hungary, is reinforcing tendencies towards social polarisation
and inequalities regarding access to the city’s resources. Faced
with this situation and the scattered peri-urbanisation that the
agglomeration is currently experiencing, the big question that
Hanovermust answer is how to reconcile the goals of social and
geographical equality with the desire to stimulate and boost
economic growth tomake the agglomeration competitive . For
Hanover, the answer lies in its urban policy and intercommunal
structure.

The fact that citizen participation has become such an integral
part of intercommunalmanagement and of sustainable
development as an urban planning objective is closely related to
the demonstrations on social issues in the 1970s fuelled by the
1968 studentmovement and later by theGreenmilitants.
However, it was not until a Social Democratwas elected asMayor
of Hanover in the early 1980s and a Social Democrat (SPD) –
Green (Bündnis 90/DieGrünen) coalition came to power in the
Land government that the intercommunal approach began to
play amajor political role in Lower Saxony. The process of
building intercommunal administration led to the creation of
RegionHannover in 2001, which brings together small and
medium-sized towns and rural communities around the central
city. Politics and citizen participation are reflected in threemain
aspects of intercommunalmanagement:

A politico-institutional structure elected by universal suffrage
that establishes citizen participation as a legal right

Intercommunal affairs aremanaged by the intercommunal
assembly, the intercommunal council, the parliament of Region
Hannover and the President, who is elected by universal suffrage.
According to the principle of citizen participation, citizensmay
launch initiatives and, in a number of clearly defined cases,make
decisions.

A sustainable development policy rooted in a creative Agenda
21 initiative

The intercommunal sustainable development policy follows on
from the one implemented by the city of Hanover. In 1995, the
city signed theAalborgCharter to implement a local Agenda 21
initiative, providing for: local democracy based on citizen
participation; the safeguard of collective resources such as
climate, water and green spaces; incentives to promote
responsible lifestyles and consumer attitudes; balanced spatial
planning; improvedmobility for all citizens; preventive
healthcare; support for an innovative local economy and overall
responsibility for local action.

Hanover’s Agenda 21 initiative has an eye to the long term and is
based on solidarity between generations, countries and social
groups. It seeks to combine social, economic, environmental and
political aspects.
It places local democracy at the heart of things by initiating
many forms of citizen participation.

Areas of responsibility of intercommunal bodies and the
principle of financial equalisation among communes

Intercommunal bodies are responsible for public transport,
spatial planning, economic affairs and employment, hospitals,
social welfare, support for young people, vocational schools,
waste collection and planning and promoting social housing.
This list shows that intercommunal bodies are chiefly
responsible for spatial planning, economic affairs and
employment. Grouping these responsibilities togetherwithin a
single organisationmakes for consistent urban policy. Doing so
is crucial to - though does not absolutely guarantee - the
sustainable development of the agglomeration.

In legal terms, RegionHannover is a regional authoritywhich
exercises direct administrative authority over the communes
within the intercommunal area and guarantees that their
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activities are legal. The financial equalisation principle is vital if
the intercommunal area is to assume its responsibilities. Even if
the responsibilities of the intercommunal area and its
administrative authority are clearly defined, the various
intercommunal bodies act as amoderator between the
communes and their citizens. The intercommunal approach
adopted in Hanover is built on a culture of negotiation and
consensus.

Initiatives and concepts
aimed at sustainable development

We should remember the role played by associations,militants
and, later, the elected representatives of the Green Party in the
creation of the Agenda 21 initiative, at both the local and
intercommunal levels. Bearing that inmind, it comes as no
surprise that ecological and environmental concerns and
objectives are central to sustainable development initiatives. The
Agenda 21 initiativewas kicked off in 1992with a commitment
to reduce CO2 emissions by 25%by 2005 (based on 1990
measurements) and to abandon the use of nuclear power. The
same year, the Hanover city council launcheda climate
protectionprogramme, applied throughout the intercommunal
area, aimed at cutting greenhouse gas emissions by 60% in ten
years. A host of local, private and public players took part in the
programme, including theHanover city council, Region
Hannover, the Hanover gas and electricity company,many
associations and chambers of commerce and industry. The
programme includes a number of outstanding provisions, such
as the creation of amunicipal gas and electricity company that
uses biomass, incentive and awareness programmes on energy
saving that target businesses, households and schoolchildren
and the implementation of a cross-sectoral sustainable (or“soft”)
mobility strategy at the intercommunal level.
Despite this, the energy sector is where the biggest
contradictions and obstacles are to be encountered. Germany is
themostmotorisedcountry inEuropeandthemotor lobby is
particularly powerful there. Lower Saxony is home to the
Volkswagenmotor company, whichweighs heavily on the
economyof the city and the Land. Conflicting interests between
citizens-cyclists andmotor lobbyists aremanifest. In this
scenario of diverging interests, it is all themore important for

intercommunal organisations to act asmediator and to promote
awide range of incentive and awareness programmes aimed at
drumming up citizen support for jointly defined objectives as
part of Agenda 21.

The intercommunal authorities are responsible for spatial
planning all across the intercommunal areawith a view to
sustainable development.
Thismeans that planning is extremely restrictivewith a strategic
element that incorporates urban planning, environmental
protection and economic and social development. If sustainable
development is to be achieved, spatial planningmust overcome
a series ofmajor problems, including: de-industrialisation and
the spread of industrial wasteland, peri-urbanisation and
residential dispersion into outlying areas, social and ecological
inequalities and demographic ageing and stagnation. It can do
this by exploiting economic and environmental assets thatmust
be brought to the fore in an effort to enhance the city’s appeal.
To address these issues, sustainable spatial planning is based on
two central concepts:

The“city of short distances”is a cross-sector sustainable
development conceptwhich combines a social aspect
(amenities and services accessible to all) with an ecological and
environmental aspect (cutting downonmobility and protecting
the environment).

“Decentralised concentration”organises urban development
throughout the intercommunal area around prioritised growth
centres. For this purpose, urban planning documents define
urban growth rates and tight restrictions on the location of
residential and economic activities. Thus, communeswith poor
commercial infrastructures and few local community-based
services are only entitled to 50%urban growth at the verymost.
The permissible urban growth rate, however, is chiefly
determined by public transport. Just like the“city of short
distances”, this“decentralised concentration”concept
incorporates social and environmental aspectswith a view to
sustainable development.

Spatial planning puts the environmental aspectwell before the
social aspect.
The preservation and coherent development of green spaces
have always been a priority for spatial planning in Hanover right
across the intercommunal area. It is worth noting that, green
spaces apart, very little attention has been given to urban public
spaces.
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The Kronsbergdistrict was built as part of amodel sustainable
housing project for Hanover’s Expo 2000.The project was
awarded special subsidies fromboth the federal and Land
governments.
In a countrywhich has stopped building social housing,
Kronsberg, with its social housing complexes standing alongside
private houses, is quite unlike any other current project in
Germany.The contradiction between the sustainable
development objectives of Hanover’s current intercommunal
authority and national policies is quite blatant here. The
Kronsbergproject is experimental in ecological and
environmental terms. This experimentation has covered every
aspect of design and construction: urban planning for building a
“green” district and fitting it inwith the landscape, systems for
collecting rainwater and runoff in a landscaped environment
and experimental approaches to thermal insulation, energy
saving and solar energy generation.

Building on these experiments, Hanover hasmanaged to initiate
knowledge transfer right across the intercommunal area. New
regulations on energy saving and rainwater runoff have been
enacted, applying to both existing and newbuildings.
Builders, architects, urban planners and landscapers have
adopted new,more eco-friendlymethods.

Hanover stresses that sustainable developmentmust be
understood as an ongoing processwith an eye to the long term,
incorporating social, ecological, economic and political aspects.
When it comes to putting spatial planning into practice, the
ecological and environmental aspects are the chief concerns,
while the social aspect is treated as the poor relation. There is a
gap between professed sustainable development ambitions and
the initiatives and resourcesmade available. The lack of any
social housing policy is themost serious handicap. That being
the case, spatial planning cannot be considered as a success.
Hanover can be seen, however, as an example of a political and
socially aware approach to intercommunal administration.
Strategic sustainable development policies are defined in
associationwith various forms of citizen participation. This
motivates local players towork towards sustainable
development objectives, put their collective intelligence into
general interest projects and unite their efforts to solve priority
problems.The limits of this type of process are the cumbersome
procedures it entails. These can, however, be largely offset by
obtaining citizen support for jointly defined projects.
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Jean-Loup Dubrigny
Secretary General of the French National Council for
Cities, Director of the URBACT Programme

An international conference on land use has just been
held in Stuttgart. Germany’s Federal Minister of
Transport, Building and Urban Affairs declared that the
federal government was very concerned about the
consumption of space. At present, the building sector
is consuming 115 additional hectares per month across
the country. The government’s goal is to reduce this
figure to 20 hectares per month by 2020. These figures
are striking and no French minister has ever made a
strategic declaration of this type. The debate is, of
course, related to the use and reappropriation of
available space in German cities. Urban upgrading is
about recovering abandoned spaces and“reinventing”
the compact city and so on. In some cities like Leipzig,
however, this model cannot be developed because so
much was destroyed during the war. This has led to the
invention of an extremely interesting concept known
as the “perforated city”. The city has been mapped out
and sectors for development
and sectors to be maintained have been defined. Other
sectors have been set aside, either for the
development of green spaces or as transitional
spaces for possible future use. In addition, the Mayor of
Stuttgart has declared that within the coming five
years, more than 50% of children attending the city’s
schools will be of immigrant origin. Demographic
change has an extremely strong impact in Germany as
well as in much of Eastern Europe and some parts of
France.

An ageing population and a drastic drop in birth rate
are among the major challenges facing many
European cities.

There are a number of important points to be
considered here. Issues relating to demographic
change are having an extremely rapid effect on our
cities. Migratory flows are extremely impressive,
particularly in Eastern Europe, although cities such as
Barcelona and, to an even greater extent, Seville, are
also affected. A major reversal of migratory flows can
be seen in these cities where emigration outweighed
immigration as recently as ten years ago. This
phenomenon brings with it economic and cultural
problems. Issues relating to globalisation and its
economic consequences must also be considered,
particularly in terms of the arrival of new companies
and the departure of those previously based in the city.
Cycles have become extremely fast.
Some companies installed in the wealthiest East
European countries, such as Hungary and the Czech
Republic, are now moving farther east to Romania and
Bulgaria and then on to Moldova, Georgia and Ukraine.
These successive moves take place in less than a
decade.

The pace of change is staggering.
Cities must react to situations which can change in less
than ten years and follow a new direction.
How can a sustainable city be built under these
conditions?
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� Le gouvernement des villes et la fabrique
dubien commun
Planification sociale de l’urbain et services publics
Citoyenneté et décision urbaine
Intercommunalité et métropolisation
Normes et fabrique du bien commun

� Le renouveau urbain
Rénovation urbaine et mixité sociale
Renouvellement et recomposition des quartiers
Créativité et attractivité des villes

� L’avenir des périphéries urbaines
Territoires urbains et sûreté
Architecture de la grande échelle
Habitat pluriel : densité, urbanité, intimité
Systèmes périurbains et coûts d’urbanisation
Dynamiques et pratiques résidentielles

� Comportements résidentiels et défis
démographiques
Vieillissement de la population et choix résidentiels
Habitat et services aux personnes âgées
Evolutions démographiques et inégalités territoriales

�Accès au logement
Trajectoires résidentielles
Recompositions institutionnelles de l’offre de logement
Modes et formes de l’hébergement
Economie foncière et immobilière

� L’innovation dans l’architecture et la construction
Le futur de l’habitat
Logements optimisés : coûts, qualité, fiabilité, délai
Concept qualité, habitat, énergie
Observatoire des bâtiments durables
Palmarès de l’innovation
Evaluation énergétique du patrimoine existant (PREBAT)
Bâtiments démonstrateurs (PREBAT)

� Territoires et acteurs économiques
Espaces urbains et dynamiques économiques
Lieux, flux, réseaux dans la ville des services
Développement économique local et mondialisation
Economie de l’aménagement
Attractivité des territoires

�Vers des villes viables et acceptables
Politiques territoriales et développement durable
Risques technologiques :
enjeux économiques et territoriaux
Villa urbaine durable
Quartiers durables
Aménagement et démarches HQE
Collectivités locales et politiques énergétiques (PREBAT)
Collectivités locales et défi climatique (PREBAT)

Since it was set up in 1998, the Urban Development,
Construction and Architecture Plan, or PUCA, has focused
on developing incentive-based research and experimental
and pilot schemes, as well as providing support for
innovation and the development of scientific and
technical advances in the areas of town and country
planning, housing, construction and architectural and
urban design.

The PUCA is divided across four major departments
specialising in key areas of research: Urban societies and

housing, which deals with urban policies and the underlying
social and economic stakes; Territories and urban development,
which is concerned with the issue of sustainable urban
development and planning; Cities and architecture, which
covers the issues of architectural and urban quality;
Technologies and construction, which deals with innovation in
the building sector; the PUCA also develops incentive-
based research projects on the Future of the City in light of the

concept of sustainable development.
The 2007-2012 Plan includes eight completed programmes
whose research goals are intended as a response to future
urban challenges. These programmes are supported
through themed workshops held to review knowledge and
know-how, as well as through cross-cutting programmes at
regional level, in cities and at European level, thanks to
PUCA’s involvement in European research networks.
PUCA also covers the Permanent Secretariat for the research
programme on energy efficiency in buildings.
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